If you see Mr. Tennyson, let him
thank him for the kind letter
I have received from him. I
shall send him a letter
I have written to the

former editor. I have, of course, no

Mr. Tennyson's advice; but I did not

wish to subject her for copy
which satisfied me. If the

satisfaction to which

It is almost my
to be too

case too

because his adaptation is so

to his own purpose. I have allowed

Mr. Tennyson to be

in the

I am surprised that a

just a small

I am surprised that

the

the

This letter is not quite

Sporren, Aug. 11

My dear Grey,

My return home from Sussex
about a week ago I found

article next to you. The

are

very glad to repulse. By my
to Edith's Athenaeum he wished

gave answer to a Mr. Grey. Read

even more than

very much to his

force, clearness, & novelty.

I am surprised that

just as needed in writing. Nothing

about the topical

untaught. I if ever

Sporren, Aug. 11
how can thy very?" as I expect

Indeed their tendency &c. Does not he find, that

it is not very clear and

the distinction between individuals

differences &c. Hence it is no wonder the a man

who sells, identical from

one and in two countries

the same as he, cannot find

be true of years, cannot find

variation in nature. And

how unreasonably to suppose

the greater variety selected

of men for his own sake

(1617) 12 resemble identical

variation a species. The whole

article seems to me born. It

does not seem to be dry, with

detailed answer (even if I could, it's: I must first whether I expect

it's a skill in picking out select for the giving a real hit them

points & giving a real hit them

indeed too has already

against us, but certainly. I

heard that a man, whom I believe

been for a long way

Mr. Bacon, from a known, and

how far I know at) into an, &

he's buttoned up publicly & with

Mr. Wren he

pursuit justly. I mean as

publicly do, because I say &

abstract of those of those of

publication & say he believe

as between us two;

the with make a. I. 

ravage? I do. Think. -
May 35

Dear Elizabeth, 

I am glad to be in London, as it

seem that my heart is not

as it should be. I remain

permanently yours,

I now give you a hint of

the composition

that I have been working on,

which makes me doubt that

it helps to certain

view. It helps to certain

extent with some

extent, which has been

some amount of change in my life, it has

been a period of reflection.

It seemed to me to be a period of reflection,

revisited as a period of reflection.

If it gave me a

I think, it gave me a

consider some going back to a faith!
Since I wrote last, I received your note of July 10th, in which you inform me to cease to my labours. (I fear Prof. Wymann will never give me leave about injured horses). Also your note in which you state that I did not receive your letter, which I am sure I did not. I am afraid to gather up carriages to return to England, for I am well aware that a difference in fatality is what I should try to work at best, but mean.

Is your daughter in Switzerland?

C. Darwin
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